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Abstract

We study service scheduling problems in a slotted system in which agents arrive

with service requests according to a Bernoulli process and have to leave within

two slots after arrival, service costs are quadratic in service rates, and there are

also waiting costs. We consider fixed waiting costs. We frame the problems as

average cost Markov decision processes. While the studied system is a linear

system with quadratic costs, it has state dependent control. Moreover, it also

possesses a non-standard cost function structure in the case of fixed waiting

costs, rendering the optimization problem complex. Here, we characterize op-

timal policy. We also consider a system in which the agents make scheduling

decisions for their respective service requests keeping their own cost in view.

We again consider fixed waiting costs and frame this scheduling problem as a

stochastic game. Here, we provide Nash equilibrium.

Keywords: Service Scheduling, Quadratic service cost, Fixed waiting cost

1. Introduction

Service scheduling problems have been widely studied in the literature. They

apply to a wide range of applications like speed scaling in CPUs, scheduling

of charging of electric vehicles (EVs), job scheduling in mobile edge computing

(MEC), etc. In all these applications, service costs, measured in terms of energy
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consumption, increase with quantum of service. For instance, server energy

consumption in cloud computing increases as a convex function of the quantum

of service (see [1], [2]). Similarly, in the context of EV charging, the energy cost

can be modelled as a quadratic function of the service offered [3]. So, when

quanta of services exceed certain thresholds, one may want to defer a part of

service requests, saving energy cost in lieu of increased latency. However, large

latencies must also be avoided.

We capture the above conflicting objectives through a model having soft

and hard deadlines. It is desirable to complete service requests by their soft

deadlines. The service requests can be deferred beyond their soft deadlines, but

then they also incur waiting costs. The waiting cost behaves as a disincentive for

deferring service to avoid excessive latencies. Of course, service requests must

be completed before their hard deadlines. We aim at deriving service scheduling

policies that optimize the time average sum of service and waiting costs.

Our framework is general that, as seen in Section 2, can be applied to many

contexts like scheduling charging of EVs, job scheduling in data centers, etc.In

all these applications, both hard and soft deadlines arise naturally. For instance,

an EV owner would like to get her vehicle charged at the earliest [4] and may

also have a hard deadline before which the vehicle must be charged. We discuss

the applications in Section 1.3.

Optimal scheduling that intends to minimize the service costs balances ser-

vice over time. However, since deferring services also incur waiting costs, balanc-

ing the quanta of services is sub-optimal. We study service scheduling in slotted

systems with Bernoulli service arrivals, quadratic service costs, and service de-

lay guarantees. We initially consider fixed waiting costs. However, in certain

applications, service requests incur delay penalties depending on the amount of

deferred service. To account for such a scenario, we also consider quadratic wait-

ing costs subsequently. In particular, we consider the cases where the service

requests can stay for two slots but incur fixed waiting costs in second slots. We

see that this service scheduling problem is a special case of constrained linear

quadratic control. We study optimal scheduling and Nash equilibria for selfish
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agents. These problems consider both service and waiting costs into account.

We analyze optimal and equilibrium policies.

1.1. Related work

In [5], the authors propose a centralized algorithm to minimize the total

charging cost of EVs. It determines the optimal amount of charging to be

received at various charging stations en route. There is another line of work

which intends to minimize waiting times at the charging stations. For instance,

in [6] the authors propose a distributed scheduling algorithm that uses local

information of traffic flows measured at the neighbouring charging stations to

uniformly utilize charging resources along the highway and minimize the total

waiting time. In our work, we consider minimizing both charging and waiting

costs simultaneously. More precisely we look at two variations of waiting costs

i.e., fixed waiting cost and quadratic waiting costs. In the context of traffic

routing and scheduling, the authors in [7] consider a scenario where agents

compete for a common link to ship their demands to a destination. They obtain

the optimal and equilibrium flows in the presence of polynomial congestion cost.

In [8], we consider routing on a ring network in the presence of quadratic

congestion costs and also linear delay costs when traffic is redirected through

the adjacent nodes. However, the problems in [8] are one-shot optimization

problems as these do not have a temporal component.

Scheduling for minimizing energy costs has also been considered in the

context of CPU power consumption [9], big data processing [10], production

scheduling in plants [11]. In [12], the authors propose an optimal online algo-

rithm for job arrivals with deadline uncertainty. In this work, they consider

convex processing cost. They also derive competitive ratio for the proposed al-

gorithm. None of these studies accounts for waiting costs of jobs as considered

in our work.

In an earlier work [13], we studied service scheduling for Bernoulli job ar-

rivals, quadratic service costs and linear waiting costs. We obtained a piece-wise

linear optimal policy. We also studied Nash equilibrium in this setting. In [14],
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we extend the above study to a scenario where job sizes can take distinct val-

ues, and job arrivals constitute a Markov chain. In both these works we discuss

linear waiting costs.

The authors in [15] consider a single server slotted system with impatient

customers. Impatience of customers can be seen as their having stochastic

deadlines. The authors assume that the customers have geometric sojourn times

but fixed one-slot service time. They consider three costs, a fixed customer

holding cost per slot, a fixed cost of losing a customer, a fixed service cost, for

each customer. At the beginning of each slot, if the queue is nonempty, the

server has to decide whether to serve a customer. The simple service discipline

and cost structure allow the authors to derive a simple rule. The authors in [16]

generalized the above model by considering exponential service times and γ-Cox

distributed customer sojourn times. They consider two customer classes with

different arrival rates and different linear customer waiting costs but no other

costs. On each service completion, if customers of both the classes are waiting,

the server has to decide which customer class to choose for service. However,

the authors have only performed numerical value iteration and have obtained

regions in which the first or the second customer classes are chosen. None of

these works consider the case of rational customers.

Linear systems with quadratic cost have been widely studied in control the-

ory. For instance, in infinite horizon unconstrained linear quadratic control, the

optimal policy is found to be linear in system state and is given by the Riccati

equation [17]. We have at our disposal control problems with state-dependent

constraints. Moreover, in case of fixed waiting costs the problems do not conform

to standard assumptions, e.g., positive definiteness of the control weighing ma-

trix. In [18], the authors obtain a Nash equilibrium for a stochastic game where

each arriving customer observes the current load and has to choose between a

shared system whose service rate decreases with the number of customers or a

constant service rate system. The optimal choice for each customer depends on

the decisions of previous ones and the subsequent ones, through their effect on

the current and future load in the shared server.
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1.2. Our Contribution

1. We study service scheduling for Bernoulli job arrivals, quadratic service

costs and service delay guarantee of two slots. For this problem, we provide

the optimal scheduling policy.

2. We then consider a scenario where each service request comes from a

rational agent who is interested in optimizing his/her own service. For

this problem we obtain a symmetric Nash equilibrium of the associated

stochastic game.

1.3. Applications and Motivation

We now illustrate how our framework can be used to model job or service

scheduling problems in a variety of networks or resource sharing systems. We

present an overview of applications in Table 1.

Table 1: Applications

Applications Service request Service Cost

CPU speed scaling CPU cycles needed to Consumed energy

execute the arriving job

EV charging Energy demanded by Consumed energy

the arriving vehicle

Job scheduling VM resources needed to Consumed energy

in Data Centres execute the arriving job

a. CPU speed scaling : Here, the agents are jobs and the service requests are

number of CPU cycles. Further, the service cost is CPU power, which is

a convex function of processor speed and there is also penalty for delaying

service to a job. In [9], the authors consider a version without delay penalties

and propose off-line and on-line algorithms for minimum-energy schedule.

b. Job scheduling in Data Centres: Here, the agents are jobs and the service re-

quests are Virtual Machine(VM) resources that are specified in terms of CPU
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power, storage etc. [10], [19], [20]. Jobs need to be served by fixed deadlines

to meet their service level agreements (SLAs). Therefore, the service cost is

CPU power. Moreover, the jobs need fixed storage for their entire execution

times in the system. Our fixed waiting costs can be used to account for the

additional storage costs beyond the slots in which the jobs arrive. Note that

our formulation assumes that the jobs can wait for at most one extra slot

and they all have same CPU and storage requirements.

1.3.1. Motivation for Different Performance Criteria

In many cases, network (or, resource) managers schedule service requests to

optimize time-average service and waiting costs while respecting their deadlines.

For instance, in the examples of job scheduling in CPUs or in data centers,

service schedulers may want to optimize average power and storage costs. These

objectives are captured by the proposed optimal scheduling problem.

On the other hand, in some contexts the strategic agents who bring service

requests to the system dictate their service schedules. Their scheduling decisions

are aimed at minimizing their respective service and waiting costs. Such sce-

narios can naturally be modeled using non-cooperative stochastic games. For

instance, if the EV owners in the EV charging example strive to minimizing

their respective charging and waiting costs a stochastic game emerges.

1.3.2. Motivation for Fixed Waiting Cost Structure

In several systems of interest, agents can enter the system or leave only at slot

boundaries, e.g., from [21], compute tasks derive utility only at slot boundaries.

In such tasks that complete only at slot boundaries, the current operating job

will be present in the system until its next slot boundary irrespective of the

amount of pending service. Thus the waiting cost is fixed and does not depend

on the amount of deferred service. Similarly, in data centers, the job in execution

would hold a certain amount of fixed storage [19]. That storage is not released

till the job exits the system. Thus we intend to capture the fixed storage costs in

fixed waiting costs. In some other systems, service requests have soft deadlines;
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missing soft deadlines is tolerable but not desirable. The authors in [22] propose

the notion of tardiness which is the difference between the service requests’

actual service completion times and their soft deadlines. In our formulation,

each request has a soft deadline of one slot and a hard deadline of two slots.

The fixed waiting cost models the tardiness of a service request that is not

completely served in its first slot. These scenarios motivate fixed waiting costs

proposed in Section 2.2.

Table 2: Characteristics of Fixed waiting costs

Fixed waiting cost

Best suited Departures happening only at

slot boundaries

Sensitivity towards Not sensitive (fixed cost for

service deferred any positive deferred service)

Application Job scheduling

in Data Centres

We also present a comparative numerical study to illustrate the impact of

various waiting cost structures and performance criteria (optimal scheduling vs

strategic scheduling by selfish agents).

Table 3 shows organization of our contribution.

Table 3: Organization of contributions

Versions Fixed Waiting Cost

Optimal scheduling Special cases: Section 3.1

General case: Section 3.3

Nash equilibrium Special cases: Section 4.1

General case: Section 4.2
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2. System Model

We consider a time-slotted system where time is divided into discrete slots.

The length of the slot depends on the application, e.g., in the case of CPU speed

scaling the slots are of the order of ms where in the case of job scheduling the

slots many of the order of several tens of minutes. Agents arrive over slots to a

service facility. Every agent is characterized by its arrival time, deadline, and

the amount of service it requires. Each service request has to be wholly served

before its deadline. So service can be scheduled such that portions of the agents’

required service are served in the future slots before their respective deadlines.

Serving requests incur a cost, with the cost per unit service in a slot depending

on the quantum of service delivered in that slot. Though the service facility has

enough capacity to serve all the agents in the system, some of the service may

be deferred to save on the service cost. We consider two scheduling problems:

one where the service facility makes scheduling decisions to optimize the overall

time-average cost and the other where the agents make scheduling decisions for

their respective service requests to minimize their costs. Below we present the

system model and both the problems formally.

2.1. Service request model

Agents with service requests arrive according to an i.i.d. Bernoulli(p) pro-

cess; p ∈ (0, 1). We assume that all the agents require equal amount of service,

denoted as ψ. Further, each request can be met in at most two slots, i.e., a frac-

tion the service request arriving in a slot could be deferred to the next slot. As

every agent leaves at the end of two slots, in any slot there can be a maximum

of two agents. Hence the system remains stable. It is assumed that the service

facility can serve up to 2ψ units in a slot.

2.2. Cost model

The cost consists of two components:

• Service cost: The service cost per unit service in a slot is a linear function

of the total service offered in that slot. Thus the total service cost in a
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slot is square of the total offered service in that slot. For instance, in the

context of EV charging, per unit electricity cost is modelled as a linear

function of the load [3], [23].

• Waiting cost: Each service incurs a fixed waiting cost d > 0 when a

portion of the service is deferred to the next slot. This waiting cost can

be interpreted as the penalty for not serving the service request in the

same slot in which it has arrived. We introduce the waiting cost to strike

a balance between service cost and latency. The constant d can be seen

as relative weight of waiting cost vis-s-vis service cost for instance e.g.,

higher d indicates that the users are more sensitive to latency.

Let, for k ≥ 1, xk be the remaining demand from slot k − 1 to slot k; x1 = 0.

This demand must be met in slot k. Also, for k ≥ 1, let vk be the extra

service offered in slot k over xk. Clearly, vk ∈ [0, ψ] and is 0 if there is no new

request in slot k. A scheduling policy π = (πk, k ≥ 1) is a sequence of functions

πk : [0, ψ] → [0, ψ] such that if there is a service request in slot k then πk(xk)

gives the amount of service deferred from slot k to slot k + 1. In other words,

xk+1 =

πk(xk) = ψ − vk, if a request arrives in slot k,

0, otherwise.

We consider the following two scheduling problems.

2.2.1. Optimal Scheduling

We aim to minimize the time-averaged cost of the service facility. Here,

waiting cost is imposed by the service facility to reduce the latency of the in-

dividual service requests. More precisely, we want to determine the scheduling

policy π that minimizes

lim
T→∞

1

T

T∑
k=1

E[(xk + vk)2 + d1{vk∈(0,ψ)}]. (1)

We obtain the optimal solution in Section 3.
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At first glance, the optimization problem appears to be a special case of the

well-studied constrained linear quadratic control Markov decision problems. In

particular, if we define binary variables ek, k ≥ 1, as

ek =

ψ, if slot k has a request,

0, otherwise,

then (xk, ek) can be considered to be the system state in slot k. The total

service in slot k, ūk ∈ [xk, xk + ek], and wk = ek+1 can be considered the

action and the noise in slot k, respectively. Then state evolution happens as

(xk+1, ek+1) = (xk+ek− ūk, wk) and the single stage cost is d1xk+ek−ūk>0 + ū2
k.

We see that the actions are subject to state dependent constraints and the single

stage costs are not expressible in the form (xk, ek)TQ(xk, ek) + ū2
k with Q a

positive semidefinite matrix. Thus the problem does not conform to the standard

framework.

2.2.2. Equilibrium for Selfish Agents

Recall that, in our model each agent comes with a service request, all ser-

vice requests being of the same size. Here, we consider rational agents, each

determining how much of its request should be deferred. Further, each agent

is aiming at minimizing his/her own service and waiting costs. We can frame

this problem as a non-cooperative dynamic game among the agents. Here, the

waiting cost is imposed by every individual agent in the system to minimize

their respective waiting times. In this context, let us refer to πk as a strategy of

the agent who arrives in slot k (if there is one) and π = (πk, k ≥ 1) as a strat-

egy profile.1 If an agent k sees the system state as x, then the agent chooses

the action πk(x). Then the total demand served in that slot is x + ψ − πk(x),

which is per unit cost. Therefore, the total service cost levied on the agent is

(ψ− πk(x))(x+ψ− πk(x)).The expected cost of an agent who arrives in slot k,

1Notice that π consists of a strategy for each slot but there may not be any agent in a slot

to use the corresponding strategy.
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if it sees a remaining demand x, is

ck(x, π) = (ψ − πk(x))(ψ − πk(x) + x) + πk(x)(πk(x) + p(ψ − πk+1(πk(x))))

+ d1πk(x)>0. (2)

A strategy profile π is called a Nash equilibrium if

ck(x, π) ≤ ck(x, (µ, π−k))

for all k ≥ 1, x ∈ [0, ψ] and strategies µ : [0, ψ] → [0, ψ]. 2 We focus on

symmetric Nash equilibria of the form (π, π, . . . ) and obtain one such equilibrium

in Section 4.

In the context of Job scheduling in data centers, the parameters introduced

above could be mapped as follows.

1. xk: CPU power pending in slot k for the job arrived in slot k − 1.

2. vk: CPU power offered in slot k to the job arrived in slot k.

3. ek: Total CPU power requested in slot k by the job that arrived in slot k.

3. OPTIMAL SCHEDULING

We first show that the optimal scheduling problem can be transformed into

a stochastic shortest path problem. Let Ai, i ≥ 1 be the successive slots that

have service requests but do not have service requests in the preceding slots.

More precisely,

Ai =


min{k : slot k has a request}, if i = 1,

min {k > Ai−1 : slot k has a request but

k − 1 does not} , if i ≥ 2.

Then Ai, i ≥ 1 can be seen to be renewal instants of a delayed renewal process.

The following lemma gives the mean of renewal lifetimes, Ai+1 −Ai, i ≥ 1.

2(µ, π−k) , (π1, . . . , πk−1, µ, πk+1, . . . ).
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Lemma 3.1. E(Ai+1 −Ai) = 1
p(1−p) .

Proof. See Appendix A. �

Hence, from the Renewal Reward Theorem [24],

lim
T→∞

1

T

T∑
k=1

E[(xk + vk)2 + d1{vk∈(0,ψ)}]

=
E
[∑Ai+1−1

k=Ai

(
(xk + vk)2 + d1{vk∈(0,ψ)}

)]
E[Ai+1 −Ai]

= p(1− p)E

Ai+1−1∑
k=Ai

(
(xk + vk)2 + d1{vk∈(0,ψ)}

) .
So, we can focus on minimizing the aggregate cost over a “renewal lifetime”

Ai+1 − Ai. But we do not incur any cost after service completion of the last

customer in this lifetime. We can thus frame the problem as stochastic shortest

path problem where terminal state corresponds to absence of request in a slot.

Stochastic shortest path formulation. We let xk be the system state at any slot

k and t be a special terminal state which is hit if there is no new request in a

slot. Let xk+1 also denote the action in slot k. Clearly, the single stage cost

before hitting the terminal state is (xk + ψ − xk+1)2 + d1{xk+1>0}. Given the

state-action pair in slot k, (xk, xk+1), the next state is the terminal state with

probability 1− p and the terminal cost is x2
k+1.

Let J : [0, ψ] → R+ be the optimal cost function for the problem. It is the

solution of the following Bellman’s equation: For all x ∈ [0, ψ],

J(x) = min
{

(ψ + x)2 + pJ(0), min
u∈(0,ψ]

{(ψ − u+ x)2 + d+ pJ(u) + (1− p)u2}}.

Notice that the term under the inner minimization at u = 0 exceeds the first

term by d. Hence we can change the constraint on u in the inner minimization to

[0, ψ] without altering the solution J(·). In other words, J(·) is also the solution

to the following equation:

J(x) = min
{

(ψ + x)2 + pJ(0), min
u∈[0,ψ]

{(ψ − u+ x)2 + d+ pJ(u) +(1− p)u2
}}

.

(3)
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The optimal cost is attained by a stationary policy of the form (π∗, π∗, . . . )

where π∗(x) minimizes the right hand side in the above equation for all x. For

brevity, we use π∗ to refer to this policy. Let us define the "k-stage problem"

as the one that allows at most k + 1 service requests. More precisely, here the

system is forced to enter the terminal state after k + 1 service requests if it

has not already done so. Let Jk(·) be the optimal cost function of the k-stage

problem. Clearly,

J0(x) = min{(ψ + x)2, min
u∈[0,ψ]

{(ψ + x− u)2 + d+ u2}} (4)

and

Jk(x) = min{(ψ + x)2 + pJk−1(0), min
u∈[0,ψ]

{(ψ + x− u)2d+ pJk−1(u) + (1− p)u2}}.

(5)

Observe that J0(x) > x2 from (4). The first and second terms in the right

hand side of (5) are greater than the first and second terms, respectively, in

the right hand side of (4). So, J1(x) > J0(x). Inductively, we can see that

Jk(x) > Jk−1(x),∀ x. So the sequence Jk(·)s converge. We now outline the

approach of determining the optimal policy. Let πk(·) be the optimal controls

of the k-stage problems (i.e., optimal controls in (4)-(5)). In the following we

argue that πk(·)s are piece-wise linear discontinuous functions that are hard to

fully characterize. We thus cannot follow the approach of deriving π∗(·) via

taking limit of πk(·), k ≥ 0. We obtain optimal policy under certain conditions

in Proposition 3.2. We also propose an approximate policy π̄(x) which forms an

upper bound on the optimal policy (see Proposition 3.3). We then show that

when the parameters does not satisfy the above mentioned conditions π̄(0) = 0,

implying π∗(0) = 0(see Proposition 3.3). So in this region no service is deferred.

This way we characterize the optimal policy for all the settings. The detailed

analysis follows below.

Let us define J−1(x) := x2. We can then unify (4) and (5), i.e., we can use (5)

to describe Jk(·), k ≥ 0. We hypothesize that Jk(·)s are quadratic functions and
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define, for all k ≥ 0,

pJk−1(u) + (1− p)u2 = aku
2 + bku+ ck. (6)

where ak, bk and ck are defined at appropriate places. Our hypothesis is clearly

true for k = 0. In the following we see that it holds for all k ≥ 1 as well. Also

observe that for all k ≥ 0,

πk(x) = arg min
u∈[0,ψ]

{(ψ + x− u)2 + d+ pJk−1(u) + (1− p)u2}

if the minimum value is less than (ψ+ x)2 + pJk−1(0) and πk(x) = 0 otherwise.

Let us define

θ(a, b) :=
√
d(1 + a) +

b

2
− ψ for a, b ≥ 0. (7)

We begin with the following observation which we will repeatedly use. We use

the following lemma later to show that the optimal policy does not defer any

service up to certain value of pending service beyond which it defers strictly

positive amount.

Lemma 3.2. Let π(x) be defined as follows

π(x) =


arg minu∈[0,ψ]{(ψ + x− u)2 + d+ au2 + bu+ c},

if minu∈[0,ψ]{(ψ + x− u)2 + d+ au2 + bu+ c} ≤ (ψ + x)2 + c

0, otherwise.

If aψ + b
2 ≥ min{ψ, θ(a, b)}, then

π(x) =


0, if x ≤ θ(a, b)[
x+ψ− b

2

1+a

]ψ
, otherwise

else,

π(x) =

0, if x ≤ (a−1)ψ+b
2 + d

2ψ

ψ, otherwise.

Proof. See Appendix A.1 �
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Remark 3.1. If aψ + b
2 ≥ ψ, then

x+ψ− b
2

1+a ≤ ψ,∀x ∈ [0, ψ]. Therefore,

π(x) =

0, if x ≤ θ(a, b)
x+ψ− b

2

1+a , otherwise.
(8)

Let us define

āi =

1, if i = 0,

1− p
1+āi−1

, otherwise,
(9)

and

b̄i =

2pψ, if i = 0,

p(2āi−1ψ+b̄i−1)
1+āi−1

otherwise.
(10)

We show that the sequences āk, b̄k, k ≥ 0 have the following monotonicity prop-

erties.We use these properties in deriving the optimal policy (e.g., see the proof

of Proposition 3.2).

Lemma 3.3. (a) āk, k ≥ 0 is a decreasing sequence and converges to ā∞ :=
√

1− p.

(b) b̄k, k ≥ 0 is a decreasing sequence and converges to

b̄∞ := 2pψ
1+
√

1−p .

Proof. See Appendix B �

The following proposition shows that π∗(·) is in general a discontinuous

piece-wise linear function with increasing slopes. We also know all the affine

functions that constitute π∗(·), but do not know the jump epochs.

Proposition 3.1. The optimal policy π∗(·) of (3) is of the form

π∗(x) =


0, if 0 ≤ x ≤ x̄0

x+ψ− b̄i
2

1+āi
, if x̄i < x ≤ x̄i+1, i ≥ 0

x+ψ− b̄∞
2

1+ā∞
, if x̄∞ < x ≤ ψ

(11)

where x̄i, i ≥ 0 are functions of āi, i ≥ 0 and b̄i, i ≥ 0.

Proof. See Appendix B.1 �
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We now provide intuition behind the form of the optimal policies as given

by the above proposition. Recall that the waiting cost d is fixed irrespective of

the amount of deferred service whereas the marginal service cost [25] in a slot

increases with the amount of service offered in the slot. Hence, for optimality,

service is deferred only when the marginal service cost in the slot dominates the

sum of d and expected marginal service cost in the subsequent slot. Further,

given that some service has to be deferred from a slot to the next slot, amount of

deferred service is chosen to optimize the service costs in the two slots causing a

jump in the optimal policies. Subsequent jumps in the optimal policies can also

be attributed to similar phenomenon. Finally, owing to increasing marginal

service costs, the optimal policies tend to defer services more aggressively at

higher values of pending services. This is why slopes of the successive line

segments in the optimal policies increase monotonically.

We provide the exact optimal policies for a couple of special cases in Sec-

tion 3.1. As we do not know the jump epochs in Proposition 3.1 we propose an

approximate policy in Section 3.2. However, this approximate policy helps us

characterize the optimal policy for all cases (see Section 3.3).

3.1. Optimal policy for Special Cases

Let us notice that (5) for k ≥ 0 constitute value iteration starting with

J−1(x) = x2. We can instead perform value iteration starting with a different

function. From [26, Chapter 2, Proposition 1.2(b)], in any such iteration, Jk(·)

will converge to the optimal cost function J(·) and πk(·) will converge to π∗(·).

The following proposition shows that, starting with certain initial functions,

limits of πk(·) can be obtained in certain special cases.

Proposition 3.2. (a) If ψ <
√

2d
(2−p) , π

∗(x) = 0 for all x ∈ [0, ψ].

(b) If ψ >
√
d(1+ā∞)

ā∞
,

π∗(x) =
x+ ψ − b̄∞

2

1 + ā∞
, for all x ∈ [0, ψ].

Proof. See Appendix C. �
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3.2. Approximate Policy

Let us consider a fictitious problem wherein an agent with demand ψ arrives

with probability p and there is no arrival with probability 1 − p but a fixed

additional cost d is incurred for each service request whether or not a portion

of the request is deferred to the subsequent slot. The optimal cost function for

this fictitious problem, J ′(·), is solution of the following Bellman’s equation.

J ′(x) = min
u∈[0,ψ]

{
(ψ − u+ x)2 + d+ pJ ′(ψ) + (1− p)u2

}
This fictitious problem can be seen as a special case of the linear waiting cost

problem in [13, Section III] with d = 0 but with a fixed additional cost d

per request. Hence, following the analysis in [13, Appendix C] (also see [13,

Section 3, Theorem 3.1(a)]), its optimal policy is

π′(x) =
x+ ψ − b̄∞

2

1 + ā∞
,

where ā∞, b̄∞ are as in Lemma 3.3. Further, the optimal cost function satisfies

pJ ′(x) + (1− p)x2 = ā∞x
2 + b̄∞x+ c̄∞,

where c̄∞ is a certain constant. Let us now define the following cost function

J̃(x) = min
{

(ψ + x)2 + pJ ′(0), min
u∈[0,ψ]

(ψ + x− u)2

+d+ pJ ′(u) + (1− p)u2
}

(12)

Also note that

ā∞ψ +
b̄∞
2

=
√

1− pψ +
pψ

1 +
√

1− p

= ψ. (13)

Hence, from (8), the optimal control of the cost function J̃(x), say π̃(·), is given

by

π̃(x) =

0, if x ≤ θ(ā∞, b̄∞)

x+ψ− b̄∞
2

1+ā∞
, otherwise.

(14)
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We propose to use the following policy for our fixed waiting cost problem.

π̄(x) =


0, if ψ <

√
2d

(2−p) ,

x+ψ− b̄∞
2

1+ā∞
, if ψ >

√
d(1+ā∞)

ā∞
,

π̃(x), otherwise.

(15)

We do not have any performance bound for the proposed policy. However, we

show below that, for any given backlog, we defer more under this policy than

under the optimal policy.

Proposition 3.3. π̄(x) ≥ π∗(x) for all x ∈ [0, ψ].

Proof. See Appendix D. �

Remark 3.2. Note that π̄(x) = 0 implies π∗(x) = 0, i.e., the proposed approx-

imate policy and the optimal policy agree when π̄(x) = 0.

3.3. Optimal Policy for the general case

The following theorem completely characterizes the optimal policy.

Theorem 3.1. The optimal actions are given as follows

1. if ψ >

√
d(1+ā∞)

ā∞
, then the optimal actions are taken in accordance with

π∗(x) as given by Proposition 3.2(b).

2. ψ ≤
√
d(1+ā∞)

ā∞
, π∗(0) = 0, and therefore none of the requests have their

services deferred.

Proof. Following the definitions of ā∞, b̄∞ and θ(ā∞, b̄∞) (see Lemma 3.3 and

(7)) it can be easily checked that θ(ā∞, b̄∞) ≥ 0 if and only if ψ ≤
√
d(1+ā∞)

ā∞
.

Hence, if ψ ≤
√
d(1+ā∞)

ā∞
, π̄(0) = π̃(0) = 0 from (14) and (15), and so, π∗(0) = 0

from Proposition 3.3. Notice that when π∗(0) = 0 none of the requests have

their services deferred under the optimal policy.

We thus have complete characterization of the optimal scheduling in all the

cases. �
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We illustrate the optimal and the approximate policies via a few examples

in Figure 1. We choose ψ = 2, d = 1 and p = 0.5, 0.7 and 0.85 for illustration.

When p = 0.5, the parameters meet the hypothesis of Proposition 3.2(b), and

hence, the optimal policy is provided by the proposition. For p = 0.7 and

0.85, the optimal policies have been computed by value iteration which involves

discretization of the state and action spaces and hence is subject to quantization

error. For both these cases the approximate policies are given by (15). When

p = 0.7, x̄i = x̄0 > θ(ā∞, b̄∞) for all i ≥ 1 (see Proposition 3.1), and hence, the

optimal and the approximate policies coincide for x ≥ x̄0. For both, p = 0.7

and 0.85, the optimal policies exhibit jumps and are piece-wise linear with the

slopes of successive line segments increasing as claimed in Proposition 3.1). For

both these cases the approximate policies upper bound the optimal policies as

shown in Proposition 3.3. As expected, for the same pending service, the deferred

service decreases as the expected quantum of service in the next slot increases,

i.e., as p increases.

Figure 1: The optimal and the approximate policies for ψ = 2, d = 1, p ∈ {0.5, 0.7, 0.85}. For

p = 0.5 the optimal and the approximate policies are same.

More general models

We agree that the our model is quite simple and does not capture many

attributes of real problems. However, evidently, analysis and optimization of this

simple model also is very complex. Further, the optimal solution to this model
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can lead to heuristics for more general models. We briefly discuss here one such

generalization allowing more general demand arrival processes. Assume that, in

each slot, with probabilities pi demands ψi arrive where i = 1, 2, . . . , N , and with

probability 1−
∑N
i=1 pi no demand arrives. We can formulate a fictitious problem

with i.i.d. Bernoulli arrivals with arrival constant demand ψ̄ = (
∑N
j=1 pjψj)/p̄

and demand arrival probability p̄ =
∑N
i=1 pi. We can then use the optimal policy

associated with this fictitious problem for our original problem. Such heuristics

are proposed and analyzed in [27] in the context of linear waiting costs. Let us

define ψ̄ := (
∑N
j=1 pjψj)/p̄ and consider a fictitious problem wherein an agent

with demand ψ̄ arrives with probability p̄ and there is no arrival with probability

1− p̄. Let us further define the following

ā∞ :=
√

1− p̄

and

b̄∞ :=
2p̄ψ̄

1 +
√

1− p̄
.

Also, let π̃(ψi, x) denote the suggested action for pending work of x units and

new arrival of ψi units. Now using this fictitious problem setup and Theorem 3.1

as follows

The optimal actions are given as follows

1. if ψ̄ >
√
d(1+ā∞)

ā∞
, then

π̃(ψi, x) =

[
x+ ψi − b̄∞

2

1 + ā∞

]ψi

, for all x ∈ [0, ψi],∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}

2. ψ̄ ≤
√
d(1+ā∞)

ā∞
, π̃(ψi, 0) = 0, and therefore none of the requests has their

services deferred.

4. NASH EQUILIBRIUM

In this section we provide a Nash equilibrium for the non-cooperative game

among the selfish agents (see Section 2). Specifically, we look at symmetric
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Nash equilibria where each agent’s strategy is a piece-wise linear function of the

remaining demand of the previous player.

Let C : [0, ψ] → R+ give the optimal cost for a player as a function of the

pending demand given that all other players use strategy π′ : [0, ψ] → [0, ψ].

Clearly, C(x) is given by the following equation for all x ∈ [0, ψ].

C(x) = min{(ψ + x)ψ, min
u∈[0,ψ]

{(ψ − u)(ψ − u+ x) + u(u+ p(ψ − π′(u))) + d}}

We call π̄′ = (π′, π′, ..) a symmetric Nash equilibrium if π′(x) attains the optimal

cost in the above optimization problem for all x, i.e., if

π′(x) = arg min
u∈[0,ψ]

{(ψ − u)(ψ − u+ x) + u(u+ p(ψ − π′(u))) + d}

if the minimum value is less than (ψ + x)2 + c and π′(x) = 0 otherwise, for

all x ∈ [0, ψ]. We characterize one such Nash equilibrium in the following. As

in section 3 we define k-stage problems, where the tagged player has atmost

k service requests after it, before the terminal state is hit. Let Ck(·) be the

tagged user’s optimal cost in the k-stage problem and π′k(·) be the corresponding

optimal strategy. Then

C0(x) = min{(ψ + x)ψ min
u∈[0,ψ]

{(ψ − u)(ψ − u+ x) + u2 + d}} (16)

and for all k ≥ 1,

Ck(x) = min{(ψ + x)ψ, min
u∈[0,ψ]

{(ψ − u)(ψ − u+ x) + d+ u(u+ p(ψ − π′k−1(u)))}.

(17)

We can see C(x) as the limit of Ck(x) as k approaches infinity. Furthermore,

the limit of the optimal strategy of k-stage problems yield a symmetric Nash

equilibrium. We now outline the approach of determining the Nash equilib-

rium, policy. We obtain Nash equilibrium policy under certain conditions in

Lemma 4.3 and Proposition 4.1. Later we characterize total Nash equilibrium

policy in Theorem 4.1.
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4.1. A symmetric Nash equilibrium for special case

We first focus on symmetric Nash equilirium in a few special cases. We

then use these results to obtain symmetric Nash equilibria for all the cases (see

Section 4.2). We begin with defining sequences ãk, b̃k, k ≥ −1 as follows

ãk =

0, if k = −1

1
2(2−pãk−1) , otherwise

(18)

b̃k =

0, if k = −1

(2−p)ψ+pb̃k−1

2(2−pãk−1) , otherwise
(19)

We state a few properties of the above sequences.

Lemma 4.1. (a) The sequence ãk, k ≥ −1 converges to

ã∞ :=
1

p
−
√

4− 2p

2p
.

Also, 1
4 < ã∞ < 1

3 .

(b) The sequence b̃k, k ≥ −1 converges to

b̃∞ :=
ã∞(2− p)ψ

1− ã∞p
.

Proof. See Appendix E. �

The following lemma states that ã∞x + b̃∞ is strictly positive and strictly

less than ψ for all x ∈ [0, ψ]. We use it later to show that under certain condi-

tions, the symmetric Nash equilibria can be obtained via solving unconstrained

optimization problems.

Lemma 4.2. ã∞x+ b̃∞ ∈ (0, ψ) for all x ∈ [0, ψ].

Proof. See Appendix F. �

Let us also define x∞ =
√

2ã∞d−b̃∞
ã∞

. The following lemma partially charac-

terizes symmetric Nash equilibrium policies.
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Lemma 4.3.

π′(x) = 0,∀x ≤ x∞

.

Proof. See Appendix G. �

The following proposition gives a symmetric Nash equilibrium in a special

case.

Proposition 4.1. If b̃∞
1−ã∞ ≥ x∞, then π̄′ = (π′, π′, ...) is a symmetric Nash

equilibrium where

π′(x) =

0, if x ≤ x∞

ã∞x+ b̃∞, otherwise.
(20)

Proof. See Appendix H. �

Notice that the Nash equilibrium as given by Proposition 4.1 can also have

a discontinuity. This jump can be explained using a similar argument as for the

jumps in optimal policies (see the paragraph following Proposition 3.1).

4.2. Nash equilibrium for the general case

The following theorem completely characterizes Nash equilibrium policy.

Theorem 4.1. The Nash equilibrium actions are given as follows

1. If x∞ ≥ 0, then π′(0) = 0, none of the requests have their services deferred.

2. If x∞ < 0, then π′(x), Nash equilibrium actions are taken in accordance

with Proposition 4.1.

Proof. If x∞ ≥ 0, π′(0) = 0 from Lemma 4.3. In this case, none of the agents

defer any service as they do not see any pending service. On the other hand,

if x∞ < 0, Proposition 4.1 applies, giving the equilibrium scheduling decisions.

We thus have complete characterization of the users’ scheduling decisions in all

the cases. �
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In Figure 2, we illustrate symmetric Nash equilibria for the same parameters

as used to illustrate the optimal policies in Section 3. In all these examples, it

turns out that x∞ < 0, and hence, the equilibria are given by Proposition 4.1.

For the same reason the equilibria do not exhibit jumps.

Figure 2: The symmetric Nash equilibria for ψ = 2, d = 1, p ∈ {0.5, 0.7, 0.85}.

5. Comparative Numerical Evaluation

We now discuss the effect of the two waiting cost structures, fixed and

quadratic, on the scheduling policies, deferred services and costs. For any given

cost structure, we also compare the impact of performance criteria (optimal

scheduling vs strategic scheduling by selfish agents).

We begin with revisiting the optimal policies and Nash equilibria in Figures 1

and 2. Recall that we had chosen ψ = 2, d = 1, and p = 0.5, 0.7 and 0.85. Notice

that for the same parameters and pending service, e.g., for p = 0.85 and x = 1,

the optimal policy may not defer any service whereas the Nash equilibrium may

differ substantial amount (larger than 1). Also, the equilibria are not as sensitive

to p as the optimal policies.

We show histograms of pending services seen by the jobs for both optimal

policies and Nash equilibria in Figure 3. We use p = 0.5 and p = 0.85 for left

subfigure and right subfigure respectively. For p = 0.85, since π∗(0) = 0, all
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the jobs see zero pending service under the optimal scheduling policy. When

π(0) > 0, (1 − p) fraction of jobs see y0 = 0 pending service, and for k ≥ 1,

pk(1 − p) fraction of jobs see yk = π(yk−1) pending service (π ≡ π∗ for an

optimal policy whereas π ≡ π′ for a Nash equilibrium). Notice that, for all

k ≥ 0, yk are upper bounded by, the fixed point of π(x) = x. For p = 0.85, under

Nash equilibrium the system attains a steady state wherein each user observes

a pending service = 1.2053 (the fixed point of π′(x) = x in Figure 2 and defers

the same amount of service. Hence we see a mass (1 − p)
∑∞
k=9 p

k = p9 at

y9 = 1.2053.

Next, in Figure 4(a), we show variation of time-average cost under both

optimal policy and Nash equilibrium as p is varied from 0 to 1. In Figure 4(b),

we show price of anarchy vs. p. We consider two sets of other parameters,

ψ = 2, d = 1 and ψ = 2.5, d = 1.5. For ψ = 2, d = 1 and p ≥ 0.58, no service

is deferred in any slot under the optimal policy. Hence, the optimal average

cost is pψ2 in this regime. Under the Nash equilibrium for p = 1, the system

attains a steady state wherein each user observes a pending service given by the

fixed point of π′(x) = x and defers the same amount of service. Consequently,

the amount of offered service in each slot equals ψ in the steady state, and the

average cost equals ψ2 +d. The ratio of the average cost under Nash equilibrium

and the optimal cost, often termed as efficiency loss, is 1 for p & 0 and 1 + d
ψ2

for p = 1. We observe same phenomena for ψ = 2.5, d = 1.5.

6. Conclusion

We studied service scheduling in slotted systems with Bernoulli request ar-

rivals, quadratic service costs, fixed and quadratic waiting costs and service

delay guarantee of two slots. In the case of fixed waiting cost, we obtained

optimal policy in special cases (Proposition 3.2). We proposed an approximate

policy that is an upper bound on the optimal policy (Proposition 3.3). Finally,

we characterize the optimal policy for all cases in Theorem 3.1. Subsequently,

we also provided a symmetric Nash equilibrium when the parameters satisfy
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Figure 3: Fixed waiting costs: histogram of the pending services seen by the jobs for ψ =

2, d = 1, p = 0.5 (left subfigure) and p = 0.85 (right subfigure).

Figure 4: (a)Average cost vs. p for ψ = 2, d = 1 and ψ = 2.5, d = 1.5.

(b)Price of Anarchy vs. p for ψ = 2, d = 1 and ψ = 2.5, d = 1.5.

certain conditions (Proposition 4.1). And the total characterization of Nash

equilibrium can be found in Theorem 4.1.

Our future work entails extending the results to the scenario where service

delay guarantee is of three or more slots. We would also like to derive online

algorithms for the cases where service request statistics are unknown.
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Appendix A. Proof of Lemma 3.1

Recall that a new renewal epoch commences in a slot if the slot has a service

request but the preceding slot does not. Hence Ai+1−Ai ≥ 2. Further, Ai+1−

Ai = j if and only if for some k ∈ {1, 1, . . . , j − 1}, slots Ai + 1, . . . , Ai + k − 1

have service requests, slots Ai + k, . . . , Ai + j − 1 have no service requests and

slot , Ai + j has a service request. So Therefore,

P (Ai+1 −Ai = j) =

j−1∑
k=1

pj(1− p)j−k.

Hence,

E(Ai+1 −Ai) =

∞∑
j=2

j

j−1∑
k=1

pk(1− p)j−k

=
∞∑
j=2

j(1− p)j
j−1∑
k=1

(
p

1− p

)k

=

∞∑
j=2

j
p(1− p)
1− 2p

((1− p)j−1 − pj−1)

=
1

1− 2p

[
p

∞∑
j=2

j(1− p)j − (1− p)
∞∑
j=2

jpj
]

=
1

1− 2p

[
1− p
p
− p

1− p

]
=

1

p(1− p)
.
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Appendix A.1. Proof of Lemma 3.2

Let us define

g(x, u) = (ψ + x− u)2 + d̄+ au2 + bu+ c

and

µ(x) = arg min
u∈[0,ψ]

g(x, u).

We see that

µ(x) =

[
x+ ψ − b

2

1 + a

]ψ
0

,

and

π(x) =

µ(x), if g(x, µ(x)) ≤ (ψ + x)2 + c

0, otherwise.

We divide the rest of the proof in the following three cases. Case (a) (1−a)ψ ≤
b
2 ≤ ψ: In this case ψ − b

2 ≥ 0 and 2ψ−b/2
1+a ≤ ψ, and hence

µ(x) =
x+ ψ − b

2

1 + a
.

Further, following simple algebra, we can verify that g(x, µ(x)) ≤ (ψ + x)2 + c

if and only if x ≥ θ(a, b), implying that

π(x) =


x+ψ− b

2

1+a , if x ≥ θ(a, b)

0, otherwise.

Case (b) b
2 > ψ: Here

µ(x) =


x+ψ− b

2

1+a , if x ≥ b
2 − ψ

0, otherwise.

But b
2 − ψ < θ(a, b). Clearly, π(x) = 0 for all x < b

2 − ψ. In fact, following

similar arguments as in Case (a),

π(x) =


x+ψ− b

2

1+a , if x ≥ θ(a, b)

0, otherwise.
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Case (c) b
2 < (1− a)ψ: Now

µ(x) =


x+ψ− b

2

1+a , if x ≤ aψ + b
2

ψ, otherwise.

Let us divide this case into two subcases. Let us first assume that aψ + b
2 ≥

θ(a, b). In this case, following similar arguments as in Case (a),

π(x) =


0, if x < θ(a, b)

x+ψ− b
2

1+a , if θ(a, b) ≤ x ≤ aψ + b
2

ψ, otherwise.

Now let us consider that aψ + b
2 < θ(a, b). In this case, following similar argu-

ments as in Case (a), π(x) = 0 for all x ≤ aψ + b
2 . Further, for x > aψ + b

2 ,

π(x) =

0, if g(x, ψ) ≥ (ψ + x)2 + c

ψ, otherwise.

It can be easily checked that g(x, ψ) ≥ (ψ+x)2 +c if and only if x ≤ (a−1)ψ+b
2 +

d
2ψ . Expectedly,

(a−1)ψ+b
2 + d

2ψ > θ(a, b). Hence,

π(x) =

0, if x ≤ (a−1)ψ+b
2 + d

2ψ

ψ, otherwise.

Combining Cases (a),(b) and (c) yields the desired expressions for π(x) in various

scenarios.

Appendix B. Proof of Lemma 3.3

(a) Notice the mapping a 7→ 1 − p
1+a is monotonically increasing. Further,

ā0 = 1 and ā1 = 1− p
2 < ā0. Therefore the sequence āk, k ≥ 0 is monotonically

decreasing. Hence it converges to a∞, the positive fixed point of a = 1− p
1+a .

(b) We prove via induction that b̄ib̄i < b̄i−1 for all i ≥ 1. Recall that b̄0 = 2pψ.
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Hence, from (10), b̄1 = p(1 + p)ψ. Clearly, b̄1 < b̄0. Now assume that b̄i < b̄i−1

for some i ≥ 1. This implies (see (10))

b̄i−1 >
p(2ψāi−1 + b̄i−1)

1 + āi−1
,

or equivalently,

b̄i−1 >
2pψāi−1

1 + āi−1 − p
. (B.1)

Hence

b̄i =
p(2ψāi−1 + b̄i−1)

1 + āi−1

>
2pψāi−1

1 + ai−1

(
1 +

p

1 + āi−1 − p

)
,

=
2pψāi−1

1 + āi−1 − p

>
2pψāi

1 + āi − p
,

where the first inequality follows from (B.1) and the last one from the fact that

āi−1 > āi. The resulting inequality is equivalent to (again see (10))

b̄i >
p(2ψāi + b̄i)

1 + āi
= b̄i+1.

This completes the induction.

Next note that b̄i, i ≥ 0 are also nonnegative. Therefore, since āk, k ≥ 0

converge to ā∞, b̄i, i ≥ 0 converge to b∞, the unique fixed point of

b =
p(2ā∞ψ + b)

1 + ā∞
.

Appendix B.1. Proof of Proposition 3.1

Recall that J−1(x) = x2. Substituting k = 0 in (6), a0 = 1 and b0 = 0.

Observe that a0ψ + b0
2 = ψ. Therefore, using (8),

π0(x) =

0, if x ≤ θ(a0, b0)

x+ψ− b0
2

1+a0
, otherwise .

Let us define

J00(x) := (ψ + x)2 and J01(x) := (ψ + x− π0(x))2 + d+ π0(x)2.
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So,

J0(x) =

J00(x), if x ≤ θ(a0, b0)

J01(x), otherwise.

Note that the function J0(x) can be one of the two quadratic functions J00(x), J01(x)

depending upon x. Observe that π0(x) is piece-wise linear but discontinuous

with a jump at θ(a0, b0). However, by definition of θ(a0, b0)

J00(θ(a0, b0)) = J01(θ(a0, b0)).

For all x < θ(a0, b0), J00(θ(a0, b0)) < J01(θ(a0, b0)) and for all x > θ(a0, b0),

J00(x) > J01(x). We define a1,0, b1,0, c1,0, a1,1, b1,1 and c1,1 as follows

pJ00(u) + (1− p)u2 = a1,0u
2 + b1,0u+ c1,0.

and

pJ01(u) + (1− p)u2 = a1,1u
2 + b1,1u+ c1,1.

Using (6) for k = 1, we obtain the following,

a1 =

a1,0 = 1, if u ≤ θ(a0, b0)

a1,1 = 1− p
1+a0

, otherwise,
(B.2)

b1 =

b1,0 = 2pψ, if u ≤ θ(a0, b0)

b1,1 = p(2a0ψ+b0)
1+a0

, otherwise,
(B.3)

and c1 =

c1,0 = pψ2, if u ≤ θ(a0, b0)

c1,1 = p
(a0ψ

2+b0ψ−( b0
2 )

2

1+a0
+ d
)
, otherwise.

Let us now define the following fictitious cost function.

J ′1(x) = min
u∈[0,ψ]

{(ψ + x− u)2 + d+ a1u
2 + b1u+ c1}},
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Let π′1(x) be the optimal action in the R.H.S . J ′1(x) can be equivalently written

as

J ′1(x) = min

{
min

u∈[0,θ(a0,b0)]
{(ψ + x− u)2 + d+ a1,0u

2 + b1,0u+ c1,0},

min
u∈[θ(a0,b0),ψ]

{(ψ + x− u)2 + d+ a1,1u
2 + b1,1u+ c1,1}

}
Let us define

ha,b,c(x, u) = (ψ + x− u)2 + d+ au2 + b2 + c

and πa,b(x) = arg min
u∈[0,ψ]

ha,b,c(x, u)

(a) If πa10,b10
(x) < θ(a0, b0) and πa11,b11

(x) < θ(a0, b0) then

min
u∈[0,ψ]

ha10,b10
(x, u) = min

u∈[0,θ(a0,b0)]
ha10,b10

(x, u)

< min
u∈[0,ψ]

ha11,b11
(x, u)

≤ min
u∈[θ(a0,b0),ψ]

ha11,b11(x, u).

Hence in this case π′1(x) = πa10,b10(x).

(b) If πa10,b10
(x) ≥ θ(a0, b0) and πa11,b11

(x) ≥ θ(a0, b0) then

min
u∈[0,ψ]

ha11,b11
(x, u) = min

u∈[θ(a0,b0),ψ]
ha11,b11

(x, u)

< min
u∈[0,ψ]

ha10,b10
(x, u)

≤ min
u∈[0,θ(a0,b0)]

ha10,b10(x, u).

Hence in this case π′1(x) = πa11,b11(x). Using (B.2) and (B.3), it can be easily

verified that there exist x̃ < 0 and y < 0 such that πa10,b10
(x̃) = πa11,b11

(x̃) = y.

Let us look at the figure B.5 that illustrates the same. Please note that the

solid line and dashed line are plots corresponding to πa10,b10
(x) and πa11,b11

(x)

respectively. Thicker lines refer to the piece-wise linear discontinuous function

π′1(x). Let us define x′ and x′′ as follows
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Figure B.5: Sample plot of π′(x) vs x. x1, x0 in the image are referred to as x′, x′′ in the text

x′ := max{x : πa10,b10
(x) < θ(a0, b0) and πa11,b11

(x) < θ(a0, b0)}

x′′ := max{x : πa10,b10
(x) ≥ θ(a0, b0) and πa11,b11

(x) ≥ θ(a0, b0)}

Using figure B.5, case(a) and case(b), we can see that π′(x) can be written as

π′1(x) =

πa10,b10(x), if x < x′

πa11,b11
(x), if x > x′′

(B.4)

Using (B.4) we can write the following

J ′1(x) =



a1,0

1+a1,0
x2 + (

2ψa1,0+b1,0
1+a1,0

)x+
a1,0ψ

2+b1,0ψ−
b2
1,0
4

(1+a1,0)

+c1,0 + d =: A0x
2 +B0x+ C0, if x < x′

a1,1

1+a1,1
x2 + (

2ψa1,1+b1,1
1+a1,1

)x+
a1,1ψ

2+b1,1ψ−
b2
1,1
4

(1+a1,1)

+c1,1 + d =: A1x
2 +B1x+ C1, if x > x′′.

(B.5)

Also,

π′1(x) =

πa10,b10(x), if x′ ≥ ψ

πa11,b11(x), if x′′ ≤ 0

(B.6)
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Therefore, we only discuss the case x′ > 0 and x′′ < ψ3. Let us observe that

solution to the following equation gives us x̄1 ∈ [x′, x′′]

A0x
2 +B0x+ C0 = A1x

2 +B1x+ C1 (B.7)

As x′ > 0, C0 < C1. Also, A0 > A1 as a1,0 > a1,1. Thus the product of roots

of (B.7) is negative. Hence there exists a x̄1 ∈ [x′, x′′] such that

π′1(x) =

πa10,b10
(x), if 0 < x ≤ x̄1

πa11,b11
(x), if x̄1 < x ≤ ψ

It can be noted that x̄1 is a function of a1,0, a1,1, b1,0, b1,1, c1,0 and c1,1 but not

easy to determine. Further, we study the optimal control for 1-stage problem.

J1(x) = min{(ψ + x)2 + pJ0(0), min
u∈[0,ψ]

{(ψ + x− u)2 + d

+a1u
2 + b1u

2 + c1}}.

Also pJ0(0) = c1,0 if 0 ≤ x′′ and c1,1 otherwise. As we are discussing a case

where x′ > 0 and x′′ < ψ, pJ0(0) = c1,0. Let us consider the following fictitious

cost functions.

J1,0(x) = min
{

(ψ + x)2 + c1,0, min
u∈[0,θ(a0,b0)]

{(ψ + x− u)2

+ d+ a1,0u
2 + b1,0u

2 + c1,0}
}

and

J1,1(x) = min
{

(ψ + x)2 + c1,0, min
u∈[θ(a0,b0),ψ]

{(ψ + x− u)2

+ d+ a1,1u
2 + b1,1u

2 + c1,1}
}
.

Let π1,0(x) and π1,1(x) be the optimal functions of J1,0(x) and J1,1(x) respec-

tively. It can be noted that a1,0ψ + b1,0 = ψ and a1,1ψ + b1,1 = ψ. Therefore

3When x′ ≥ ψ, [x̄1, ψ] is an empty set. Similarly, when x′′ ≤ 0, then [x̄0, x̄1] is an empty

set.
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using (8),

π1,0(x) =

0, if 0 ≤ x ≤ θ(a1,0, b1,0)

πa10,b10(x), if θ(a1,0, b1,0) < x ≤ ψ
(B.8)

and

π1,1(x) =

0, if 0 ≤ x ≤ θ(a1,1, b1,1)

πa11,b11(x), if θ(a1,1, b1,1) < x ≤ ψ
(B.9)

From (B.8), (B.9) we see that optimal function of π1(x) can be written as

π1(x) =


0, if 0 ≤ x ≤ x̄0

x+ψ− b1,0
2

1+a1,0
, if x̄0 < x ≤ x̄1

x+ψ− b1,1
2

1+a1,1
, if x̄1 < x ≤ ψ

where x̄0 = min{θ(a1,0, b1,0), θ(a1,1, b1,1)}. We can similarly argue that the

optimal policy π∗(·) is of the form (a few of the intervals (x̄i, x̄i+1] can be

empty sets)

π∗(x) =

0, if 0 ≤ x ≤ x̄0

x+ψ− b̄i
2

1+āi
, if x̄i < x ≤ x̄i+1, i ≥ 0.

Appendix C. Proof of Proposition 3.2

(a) Let us analyze value iteration starting with function J0(x) = (x + ψ)2.

Substituting k = 1 in (6), a1 = ā0, b1 = b̄0 and c1 = ψ2. Following (5),

J1(x) = min{(ψ + x)2 + c1,

min
u∈[0,ψ]

(ψ + x− u)2 + d+ ā0u
2 + b̄0u+ c1}

Observe that ā0ψ+ b̄0
2 > ψ. Hence, from (8), the optimal control in the 1-stage

problem, π1(x), can be written as

π1(x) =

0, if x ≤ θ(ā0, b̄0) =
√

2d+ pψ − ψ

x+ψ−pψ
2 , otherwise.
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Note that when
√

2d ≥ (2− p)ψ, the second case does not arise, i.e., π1(x) = 0

for all x ∈ [0, ψ]. It implies that

J1(x) = (x+ ψ)2 + pψ2

for all x ∈ [0, ψ]. Again using (6) for k = 2, we see that a2 = a1, b2 = b1. Hence,

following similar arguments as before, π2(x) = 0 for all x ∈ [0, ψ]. Continuing

in this fashion we see that for all k ≥ 1, πk(x) = 0 for all x ∈ [0, ψ]. Therefore

π∗(x) = 0 x ∈ [0, ψ].

(b) Now we analyze value iteration starting with function J0(u) that satisfies

pJ0(u) + (1− p)u2 = ā∞u
2 + b̄∞u+ c̄∞,

where ā∞, b̄∞ are as defined in Lemma 3.3 and c̄∞ is a certain constant. Sub-

stituting k = 1 in (6), a1 = ā∞ and b1 = b̄∞. Following (5),

J1(x) = min{(ψ + x)2 + c̄∞,

min
u∈[0,ψ]

(ψ + x− u)2 + d+ ā∞u
2 + b̄∞u+ c̄∞}.

Using definitions of ā∞ and b̄∞, ā∞ψ + b̄∞
2 = ψ. Hence, from (8),

π1(x) =

0, if x ≤ θ(ā∞, b̄∞)

x+ψ− b̄∞
2

1+ā∞
, otherwise.

Further, when ψā∞ >
√
d(1 + a∞),

θ(ā∞, b̄∞) =
√
d(1 + ā∞) +

b̄∞
2
− ψ

<
b̄∞
2
− ψ(1− ā∞) = 0,

implying that π1(x) =
x+ψ− b̄∞

2

1+ā∞
for all x ∈ [0, ψ]. It further implies that

J1(x) = (ψ + x− π1(x))2 + d+ ā∞π1(x)2 + b̄∞π1(x) + c̄∞

for all x ∈ [0, ψ]. Again using (6) for k = 2, we see that

a2 = 1− p

1 + ā∞
and b2 =

p(2ā∞ψ + b̄∞)

1 + ā∞
.
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Following Lemma 3.3, a2 = ā∞ and b2 = b̄∞. Hence, following similar ar-

guments as before, π2(x) = π1(x) for all x ∈ [0, ψ]. Continuing in this fash-

ion we see that for all k ≥ 1, πk(x) = π1(x) for all x ∈ [0, ψ]. Therefore

π∗(x) =
x+ψ− b̄∞

2

1+ā∞
for all x ∈ [0, ψ].

Appendix D. Proof of Proposition 3.3

Following Proposition 3.2 and (15) we see that π̄(x) is either π∗(x) or π̃(x)

depending on the parameters. Therefore, it is enough to argue that

π̃(x) ≥ π∗(x) ∀x ∈ [0, ψ]

irrespective of the parameters. We prove this by considering the following two

cases separately.

Case 1) x ≤ θ(ā∞, b̄∞): We assume θ(ā∞, b̄∞) ≥ 0 else this case does not

arise. In this case, π̃(x) = 0. We will argue that π∗(x) also equals zero in this

case. We will do this via iteratively showing that πk(x) = 0 for all k ≥ 0. First

recall that ā∞ψ + b̄∞
2 = ψ (see Section 3.2, (13)). From Lemma 3.3, āk ≥ ā∞

and b̄k ≥ b̄∞ for all k ≥ 0. Hence ākψ + b̄k
2 > ψ for all k ≥ 0 and also,

θ(āk, b̄k) > θ(ā∞, b̄∞) for all k ≥ 0.

Let us now consider value iteration starting with function J0(x) = (x+ ψ)2

as in the proof of Proposition 3.2(a). Recall that a1 = 1 = ā0, b1 = 2pψ = b̄0

and

π1(x) =

0, if x ≤ θ(ā0, b̄0)

x+ψ−pψ
2 , otherwise.

Clearly, π1(x) = 0 for all x ≤ θ(ā∞, b̄∞). Next we analyze π2(x). Using (6) for

k = 2,

pJ1(u) + (1− p)u2 = a2u
2 + b2u+ c2,
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where

a2 =

a21 = ā0, if u ≤ θ(ā0, b̄0)

a22 = 1− p
1+ā0

, otherwise

b2 =

b21 = b̄0, if u ≤ θ(ā0, b̄0)

b22 = p(2ā0ψ+b̄0)
1+ā0

, otherwise

c2 =

c21 = p(ψ2 + c̄1), if u ≤ θ(ā0, b̄0)

c22 = p(
ā0ψ

2+b̄0ψ−
b̄2
0
4

1+ā0
+ c̄1 + d), otherwise.

Note that

a21u
2 + b21u+ c21 < a22u

2 + b22u+ c22

for all u ∈ [0, θ(ā0, b̄0)), implying that c21 < c22. Moreover,

J2(x) = min
{

(ψ + x)2 + c21, min
u∈[0,θ(ā0,b̄0)]

(ψ + x− u)2 + d+ a21u
2 + b21u+ c21,

min
u∈[θ(ā0,b̄0),ψ]

(ψ + x− u)2 + d+ a22u
2 + b22u+ c22

}
.

Let us define functions

J21(x) = min{(ψ + x)2 + c21, min
u∈[0,ψ]

(ψ + x− u)2 + d+ a21u
2 + b21u+ c21}

and

J22(x) = min{(ψ + x)2 + c21, min
u∈[0,ψ]

(ψ + x− u)2 + d+ a22u
2 + b22u+ c22}.

The optimal controls in the above optimization problems are

π21(x) =

0, if x ≤ θ(a21, b21)

x+ψ− b21
2

1+a21
, otherwise

and

π22(x) =


0, if x ≤

√
(d+ c22 − c21)(1 + a22)

+ b22

2 − ψ
x+ψ− b22

2

1+a22
, otherwise
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respectively. Note that, since c22 > c21,
√

(d+ c22 − c21)(1 + a22) + b22

2 − ψ >

θ(a22, b22), and hence, π22(x) = 0 for all x ∈ [0, θ(a22, b22)]. Finally, comparing

J2, J21 and J22, we see that when both π21(x) and π22(x) equal zero, π2(x) also

equals zero. In other words, π2(x) = 0 for all x ≤ min{θ(a21, b21), θ(a22, b22)}.

In particular, π2(x) = 0 for all x ≤ θ(ā∞, b̄∞).

We can similarly argue that, for all k ≥ 1, πk(x) = 0 for all x ≤ θ(ā∞, b̄∞)

as desired.

Case 2) x > θ(ā∞, b̄∞): In this case

π̃(x) =
x+ ψ − b̄∞

2

1 + ā∞
.

From Lemma 3.3, āk ≥ ā∞ and b̄k ≥ b̄∞ for all k ≥ 0, and hence,

π̃(x) ≥
x+ ψ − b̄k

2

1 + āk

for all x > θ(ā∞, b̄∞). Therefore, following (11), π̃(x) ≥ π∗(x) for all x >

θ(ā∞, b̄∞).

Combining Cases 1) and 2) we see that π̃(x) ≥ π∗(x) for all x ∈ [0, ψ] as

desired.

Appendix E. Proof of Lemma 4.1

(a) Notice that the mapping a 7→ 1
4−2pa is monotonically increasing. Further,

a0 > a−1. Therefore the sequence ak, k ≥ −1 is monotonically increasing. Hence

it converges to a∞, the smallest fixed point of a = 1
4−2pa .

In the following we argue that ã∞ < 1
3 . By definition of ã∞, it is enough to

argue

6− 2p < 3
√

4− 2p.

The above equation implies p < 3
2 , which is true always. Therefore, a∞ < 1

3 .

Appendix F. Proof of Lemma 4.2

Using 1
4 < ã∞ < 1

3 , from Lemma 4.1 it can be seen that b̃∞ > 0. Therefore,

0 < ã∞x+ b̃∞.
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Let us now argue that ã∞x + b̃∞ < ψ, x ∈ [0, ψ]. It is enough to show that

ã∞ψ + b̃∞ < ψ. By definition of b̃∞ and ã∞ it is equivalent to argue that the

following holds

b̃∞ < ψ(1− ã∞)

ã∞
2ψ(2− p)√

4− 2p
< ψ(1− ã∞)

ã∞ <
1√

4− 2p+ 1

It can be observed that

max
√

4− 2p+ 1 = 3.

Therefore, it enough to argue that ã∞ < 1
3 , which clearly holds true from

Lemma 4.1. Hence, the lemma holds.

Appendix G. Proof of Lemma 4.3

Let us recollect the following result of Case 1 from Appendix Appendix H.

π′0(x) = 0,∀x ≤ x∞

In this subsection we do not have any constraint (ã∞x∞+b̃∞ > x∞) as in Case 2

of Appendix Appendix H. Therefore, π′1(x),∀x > x∞ can be either πã∞,b̃∞(x)

or π0,0(x). Using (H.2) we infer π′1(x), x > x∞ will be either ã∞x + b̃∞ or

ã0x+ b̃0 (see (18), (19)).

It should be realized that from the proof of Lemma 4.1 it is clear that

ãk < ã∞,∀k ≥ −1. Using definition of b̃0, b̃∞ it can be observed that b̃0 < b̃∞

is equivalent to

4 + p >
1

ã∞

As Lemma 4.1 states that 1
4 < ã∞ < 1

3 , the above inequality holds. This implies

ã∞x+ b̃∞ > ã0x+ b̃0,∀x ∈ [0, ψ].

Using (H.1), we infer the following

hã∞,b̃∞(x, u) ≤ hã0,b̃0
(x, u),∀x, u ∈ [0, ψ] (G.1)
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Using π′1(x) we can write C2(x) as follows

C2(x) = min{(ψ + x)ψ, min
u∈[0,x∞]

h0,0(x, u),

min
u∈A

hã0,b̃0
(x, u),min

u∈B
hã∞,b̃∞(x, u)},

where A,B ⊂ (x∞, ψ]. Let us now determine π′2(x),∀x ≤ x∞. From Lemma Ap-

pendix H.1, we infer the following

ψ(ψ + x) ≤ min
u∈[0,ψ]

hã∞,b̃∞(x, u),

< min

{
min

u∈[0,x∞]
h0,0(x, u),min

u∈B
hã∞,b̃∞(x, u),min

u∈A
hã0,b̃0

(x, u)

}
,

where the second inequality follows from (H.7) and (G.1). Hence π′2(x) =

0,∀x ≤ x∞. Similar argument can be followed to prove π′k(x) = 0,∀x ≤ x∞, k ≥

0.

Appendix H. Proof of Proposition 4.1

Let us define

ha,b(x, u) = (ψ + x− u)(ψ − u) + d+ u(u+ p(ψ − au− b)), (H.1)

and πa,b(x) = arg min
u∈[0,ψ]

ha,b(x, u).

The following can be verified

πa,b(x) =
x+ (2− p)ψ + pb

2(2− pa)
(H.2)

ha,b(x, u) =

(
u2

2
− u (2− p)ψ + x+ pb

2(2− ap)

+
d

2(2− ap)

)
2(2− ap) + ψ(ψ + x). (H.3)

From [26, Chapter 2, Proposition 1.2(b)], Ck(·)s converges to the optimal cost

function C(·) and π′k(·) converge to π′(·) irrespective of the initial function C0(x)
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in the value iteration. Now we analyze value iteration starting with a different

function.

C0(x) = min{(ψ + x)ψ, hã∞,b̃∞(x, πã∞,b̃∞(x))}.

Recall that π′0(x) is the solution to C0(x). To determine π′0(x), we need to find

arg minhã∞,b̃∞(x, πã∞,b̃∞(x)). Realize that πã∞,b̃∞(x) is arg minhã∞,b̃∞(x, πã∞,b̃∞(x)).

Using (H.2), it can be seen that

πã∞,b̃∞(x) =
x+ (2− p)ψ + pb̃∞

2(2− pã∞)

As the sequences ãk, b̃k, k ≥ −1 converge to ã∞, b̃∞ (see (18),(19)). From

Lemma 4.2 we know that πã∞,b̃∞(x) ∈ (0, ψ), therefore we infer that

πã∞,b̃∞(x) = ã∞x+ b̃∞. (H.4)

Now to determine π′0(x), we need the following lemma which is proved at the

end of this proof.

Lemma Appendix H.1. The following inequality holds if and only if x ≤ x∞.

ψ(ψ + x) ≤ hã∞,b̃∞(x, πã∞,b̃∞(x)). (H.5)

Using Lemma Appendix H.1 and Lemma 4.2, we infer

π′0(x) =

0, if x ≤ x∞

ã∞x+ b̃∞, otherwise
(H.6)

Using (H.1), ã∞ > 0, b̃∞ > 0 we infer the following

hã∞,b̃∞(x, u) ≤ h0,0(x, u),∀x, u ∈ [0, ψ] (H.7)

Now from (17) and (H.6), the following can be written

C1(x) = min{(ψ + x)ψ, min
u∈[0,x∞]

h0,0(x, u),

min
u∈[x∞,ψ]

hã∞,b̃∞(x, u)}.

We would now determine π′1(x). Let us study the following two cases separately.
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Case 1. x ≤ x∞
From Lemma Appendix H.1, we infer the following when x ≤ x∞

ψ(ψ + x) ≤ min
u∈[0,ψ]

hã∞,b̃∞(x, u),

< min

{
min

u∈[0,x∞]
h0,0(x, u), min

u∈[x∞,ψ]
hã∞,b̃∞(x, u)

}
,

where the second inequality follows from (H.7). Hence π′1(x) = 0,∀x ≤ x∞.

Case 2. x > x∞

Note that b̃∞
1−ã∞ ≥ x∞ implies ã∞x∞ + b̃∞ > x∞. When ã∞x∞ + b̃∞ > x∞

the following holds

min
u∈[x∞,ψ]

hã∞,b̃∞(x, u) = min
u∈[0,ψ]

hã∞,b̃∞(x, u)

< min

{
(ψ + x)ψ, min

u∈[0,x∞]
h0,0(x, u)

}
Last inequality follows from Lemma Appendix H.1 and (H.7). Hence, π′1(x) =

ã∞x+ b̃∞,∀x > x∞.

Combining both the cases π′1(x) = π′0(x),∀x ∈ [0, ψ]. We can iteratively

show that π′k(x) = π′0(x),∀x ∈ [0, ψ]. Hence π′(x) = π′0(x).

Proof of Lemma Appendix H.1. Using (H.3), we see that (H.5) is equivalent to

the following expression being greater than zero.

πã∞,b̃∞(x)2

2
− πã∞,b̃∞(x)

(2− p)ψ + x+ pb̃∞
2(2− ã∞p)

+
d

2(2− ã∞p)

As the sequences ãk, b̃k, k ≥ −1 converge to ã∞, b̃∞ (see (18),(19)) the above

inequality can be written as

πã∞,b̃∞(x)2

2
− πã∞,b̃∞(x)(ã∞x+ b̃∞) + dã∞ > 0

Using (H.4), the above equation can be written as

(ã∞x+ b̃∞)2

2
− (ã∞x+ b̃∞)2 + dã∞ > 0,√

2dã∞ > ã∞x+ b̃∞,

x <

√
2dã∞ − b̃∞

ã∞
.

Recollect that x∞ =
√

2dã∞−b̃∞
ã∞

. Therefore (H.5) if and only if x ≤ x∞.
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